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Preservice teachers are typically required to observe mentor teachers in authentic K-12 classrooms with the hope of collaborating and learning about teaching. They meet with cooperating teachers to plan lessons, prepare projects, and assess student knowledge. As a part of their teacher education program, preservice teachers are also required to complete courses on various topics related to education. The combination of coursework with field experience prepares preservice teachers for future teaching. In addition, since the 2001 passage of No Child Left Behind Act, preservice teachers are also expected to know about and demonstrate the capacity to collaborate at the K-12 level when they enter the teaching force (Michael & Miller, 2011, p. 29).

“The ongoing culture of reform in U.S. teacher education provides a rich opportunity to explore the new levels of collaboration that will be needed to achieve the goal of preparing teachers to work effectively across the full range of students they encounter in today’s classroom — among them students who have disabilities” (Pugach & Blanton, 2009, p. 575). How do preservice teachers learn about the process of collaboration? Preservice teachers need to witness effective collaborative relationships between teachers before they enter the classroom (Michael & Miller, 2011). This can be problematic if preservice teachers do not have an opportunity to observe collaboration at the university or classroom level.

Realizing that preservice teachers may not have the opportunity to observe
collaboration at the university level, two college professors worked together to change their courses in order to model the collaborative process. At a private, mid-western university, preservice teachers were required to complete a language arts/social studies methods course as well as an integrated curriculum course as part of their teacher education program. The course content was taught by two separate professors and assignments were developed and completed independently.

We determined that this approach needed to change. Reflecting on a framework for collaboration implemented by some special and general education programs (Pugach & Blanton, 2009; Kluth & Straut, 2003), we developed a final project that modeled collaboration. In the following article, we describe the changes that we incorporated in order to model and scaffold our preservice teachers in collaboration. First, we describe the courses. Second, is a description of the assignment and final projects. Next, we discuss the final assignment and our reflections of the process. Last, we identify the lessons learned and provide recommendations for improving collaboration in the future.

**The Courses**

In the teacher preparation program at this mid-western university, preservice teachers complete their language arts and social studies methods course in the same semester as the integrated curriculum course. The Language Arts/Social Studies course is designed to prepare students to teach language arts and social studies to children in preschool through third grade from a holistic, developmentally appropriate perspective. Preservice teachers become more familiar with best practices, teaching strategies, and classroom application in regards to the disciplines of language arts and social studies instruction. The university classroom involves collaborative learning within a constructivist seminar setting and a field component for observation and strategy implementation in the early childhood classroom. By completing this course, preservice teachers have a better understanding of reading education, more specifically, the interrelationship of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Goals and outcomes for the course incorporate the use of current, effective methods and materials for teaching preschool through primary grades language arts and social studies; the integration of the language arts/social studies objectives with other disciplines; and, the integration of
technology in planning and implementing lessons within the scope and sequence of the early childhood classroom. Assignments are developed to assess preservice teachers’ understandings of the course description and goals. Preservice teachers synthesize their knowledge of the course content to complete their final assignment which is an Interactive Learning Project.

The purpose of the Integrated Curriculum course is to teach preservice teachers both the theoretical reasons and practical model for writing an integrated unit of instruction. The expectation is that by the end of the semester the university students will be able to formulate, and create an integrated unit of instruction that is both theoretically sound as well as practically useful.

It has always been a challenge to provide a coherent model or template for the university students to use in conceiving, developing and writing this unit of instruction. They typically have difficulty narrowing topics for use in the unit. These preservice teachers also have difficulties in thinking through the continuity of the project, and in many cases, the units that they write are either too long or too broad in scope. What is needed is a way to structure the process that allows the preservice teachers to follow a framework for forming their ideas that move from broad understandings of learning targets to the writing of the individual lesson plans. This structure would maintain the continuity of the unit so they are not just a collection of vaguely connected lessons but a well thought out, integrated unit of instruction.

After reviewing the course goals and outcomes, it was apparent that both courses shared similar constructs, and therefore, collaboration on the final projects would be a meaningful experience for preservice teachers. Collaborating on the final projects would also create more focused lessons and a better understanding of integrating content. The focus of the courses, by design, was already naturally integrated and thus could also be a forum to model collaboration. According to Columba, Kim & Moe (2009), in simplest terms, “integration takes place when two or more disciplines are taught together in order to make explicit the multidimensional nature of concepts and to make connections between and among the concepts” (p.16). Since developmentally appropriate practice (DAP) serves as a foundation for our teacher education program, we reviewed Piaget’s cognitive developmental
theory that holds that mental growth is an integrated process (Trawick-Smith, 2010). Children’s knowledge is not just a collection of isolated bits of information; it is organized in the brain and consequently, this organization becomes integrated as their knowledge grows (Tracey & Morrow, 2006). Since assessing knowledge becomes an integrated experience, we felt the most effective way was to model this information for our 11 preservice teachers was through collaborating and integrating the two courses two the final projects.

The Projects
Preservice teachers completed final projects that identified a Social Studies standard, four major ideas that explicated this content, and a developed unit incorporating the four major ideas with individual lesson plans. The sample used to describe the Interactive Learning Project final assignment is detailed in Appendix A. Similarly, Appendix B describes the course assignment and requirements for the final project for the integrated curriculum course. While completing their final projects, preservice teachers met frequently with the professors to discuss the process of developing the content and individual lesson plans for the unit. Class discussion also focused on the two final projects. The preservice teachers asked questions about the expectations for each project and how the two were integrated. Upon reflection, we realized preservice teachers were overwhelmed at first because of the inconsistent use of language to describe each project. Although we explained the expectations for each project separately, preservice teachers could not initially construct understanding of how the two projects connected without both of us being available for questions. They were unable to see how the four big ideas served as scaffolding for the writing of the individual lessons plans for the unit. The professors believed that the four big ideas would serve as a foundation for the development of the unit; however, the preservice teachers did not possess prior knowledge to construct a holistic understanding of the process. Consequently, we needed to collaborate and communicate more effectively to scaffold the preservice teachers’ through the process. The professors met weekly to discuss the preservice teachers’ progress in identifying the four major ideas and drafts of the lesson plans for the unit. In addition, consultation occurred when preservice teachers scheduled one-on-one meetings with the professors. This often times resulted in collaboration between the preservice teachers and the professors. Finally, each professor discussed the final project as an outcome of our debriefing sessions and
preservice teachers’ meetings. By working through the process, clarifying expectations, answering questions and developing consistent language, the preservice teachers completed their final projects.

The Outcome
During finals week, preservice teachers shared their final projects with their peers and college professors. Each preservice teacher was required to present her interactive visual representation of the four major ideas, state the Social Studies standard, describe the activities that related to the four major ideas, identify the integration of another content standard, and describe the overall outcomes for the unit. The presentation was evaluated for creativity, integration of the language arts and literature, active involvement of students, and clearly identified standards for the topic. The integrated unit project was assessed using a rubric that measured four main outcomes. These outcomes included evidence of knowledge of developmentally appropriate practices, evidence of content knowledge, clearly identified standards and performance indicators and evidence of a clearly written, and explicitly described integrated unit (integrating language arts and social studies).

Preservice teachers completed units on various topics such as explorers, inventors, and United States landmarks and symbols. In Appendix C, we
provide an exemplar final project that includes the brainstorming web, the four major ideas, sample lesson plans for the introductory and culminating activity, and the visual representation of the four major ideas.

Overall, we were impressed with the final projects. We, however, were more inspired by the preservice teachers' processes than the final projects. From the oral presentations and written units, it was apparent that we needed to model the process as preservice teachers completed their final products. Their uneasiness and, at times, confusions were due to our lack of proper modeling. We asked preservice teachers for feedback so that we could identify areas of difficulty and evaluate our collaboration. The following comments delineate preservice teachers' thoughts and suggestions for consideration. One preservice teacher stated,

When thinking about class collaboration, I think it was an excellent idea. I remembered (authors) saying at the beginning of the semester, how this project would make our brain hurt. That was so true! It made me look at what I was doing in a completely different way. Perhaps you could have the students draft a sample unit for you, briefly stating the context of each unit. This might help give students a bigger picture of the unit.

Similarly, another preservice teacher commented that we should collaborate all the way through the semester. Although we were collaborating as professors through our weekly meetings, this was not always apparent to the preservice teachers. Moreover, several preservice teachers were questioning the viability of a stand-alone, integrated course. They saw more value in learning the integrated curriculum content in the context of the language arts/social studies methods course. “I feel like the integrated curriculum class is not a needed class necessarily. We learned to integrate social studies and language arts together in the block class.”

We prepare better teachers by being better teachers! “Practitioners who are reflective and on-going learners recognize that principles are capable of adaptation and change in the light of further evidence” (Frede, 1995, p. 117). We had multiple goals for this project, not realizing that one of the outcomes would be to reflect on our own teaching. We both reflected on the course content, the instructional process, and the final outcomes. One professor
noted,

"After teaching this course for so long I found myself resistant to changing it in any way, comfortable in its format and confident in its viability. However, this collaboration opened my eyes to my complacence and allowed me to see that the evidence supported a different way to present these principles. It made the class and my teaching better. That was the gift of this collaboration. It was also a wonderful example for the students to witness. Even the professor, through reflective practice, could and should reflect and change. It was very powerful."

Recommendations — Lessons Learned
In teacher education programs, preservice teachers are encouraged to collaborate and reflect on their learning about teaching. As teacher educators, we model the process and encourage preservice teachers to reflect on this practice. Given what we know about the importance of collaboration (Michael & Miller, 2011, Paguch & Blanton, 2009), we offer the following suggestions for teacher education programs engaged in preservice teacher preparation.

. Present the course assignment and expectations for the project multiple times with detailed and consistent language.
   The final assignment was presented in author’s class during the sixth week of the semester and discussed again during additional class times. The professors did not present the assignment and process to complete the assignment together again, but instead presented the details during their respective classes. This process oftentimes created confusion for the preservice teachers because language used to describe the final projects was inconsistent. Although we thought we were presenting the same information and in reality we were, the language was not the same. For collaboration to be effective, teacher educators must be consistent in their presentation of content and assignments and meet regularly to scaffold preservice teachers during the process.

. Utilize a graphic organizer and models to visually represent the unit and final project. A constructivist learning theory maintains that knowledge cannot be transmitted but rather it must be constructed by the learner building on existing knowledge and experiences (Moore, 2003, p. 33). After
evaluating the final projects and reviewing the preservice teachers’ reflections, we realized that the preservice teachers did not have background knowledge or experiences to guide their learning. They needed to have a template and model to guide their process in completing the final projects. Moreover, preservice teachers commented that a graphic organizer would be helpful in planning of their units. Slides from previous classes were displayed on two separate occasions and preservice teachers commented on the usefulness of the visual representation to create their Interactive Learning Project. Consequently, in the future we will provide a graphic organizer as well as present visual models for preservice teachers to review and use to complete their final projects.

Preservice Teacher Conference. Preservice teachers met individually with both professors to discuss the progress of their projects and to ask questions. We realized that preservice teachers were scheduling appointments to discuss the project separately instead of collaboratively. They were also discussing specific details of their projects during class time. Preservice teachers need the time and space to reflect on their work and then to meet with their peers and professors to discuss their progress. We need to structure the courses so that we are modeling collaboration on these projects throughout the semester.

Professors need to meet and debrief regularly on the process of their collaboration and progress of the preservice teachers’ work. Professors met weekly to discuss the progress of the final projects. We shared class discussions and resolved conflicts and inconsistent language. In order to model collaboration, meeting regularly and then debriefing are critical components of the collaboration process. We encourage a systematic approach be implemented so that the collaborative process can be more effective and impactful for the preservice teachers.

Preservice teachers will be expected to collaborate with their colleagues, families, and other professionals throughout their teaching careers. How better to learn about collaboration then by observing university faculty implement the process in their own courses. Kluth and Straut (2003) found that teacher educators were more likely to use collaborative models in their own practice if they experienced them in the university classroom. Therefore, we plan to collaborate again during the spring semester on the final assignments. The lessons learned will guide our partnership and hopefully model effective collaboration.
Conclusion
Preservice teachers hope to view collaboration in their teacher education programs so that they can create similarly successful results in their own classrooms. That requires a model that involves observation of the collaborative process. Teacher educators are responsible for scaffolding preservice teachers in the use of appropriate and effective teaching skills. We began this project to model collaboration in the hopes that preservice teachers would enhance their content knowledge as well as identify effective pedagogical tools. Consequently, we created the final projects in our courses so that preservice teachers could better understand the complexities of collaboration and utilize this approach in their future teaching. Therefore, by first describing the collaborative assignment, providing an understanding of the process and final projects, and then sharing the outcomes of these final projects, preservice teachers were able to participate and reflect on the process of collaboration. We plan to refine the components of the final assignments and model the collaborative process to promote growth and reflection in preservice teachers’ preparation program.
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Appendix A

**Interactive Learning Project Sample for Preservice Teachers**

The following is a sample of an Interactive Learning Project that was shared with the preservice teachers and served as a model for their final project:

**Topic Selection: Social Studies Academic Content Standard for Grade Two**

*History*

Daily Life – 6. Identify and describe examples of how science and technology have changed the daily lives of people and compare:

a.) Forms of communication from the past and present. Specifically focusing on communication via the postal system.

**The Visual Representation**: Using a trifold board, the preservice teacher divided into three sections: Past, Present and Future. The past section showed pictures printed in black and white photos. The present section on the board showed a diagram representing the current mail system and how it functions today. The future section on the trifold board depicted several question marks. Students attached predictions here.

The following are four sample main ideas that supported learning the content
and were interactive:

- The preservice teacher completed several read alouds comparing the postal system in the past and today’s postal system. Students and teacher created a Venn diagram to show similarities and differences.
- Taking into consideration the postal service in the past and the current postal system, the students discussed their predictions regarding postal services in the future. Students wrote their prediction for how they believed the postal system would work in the future. These predictions were added to the trifold.
- The class visited a post office and took a tour of the facilities to determine how the current mail system works.
- After the post office field trip, the class wrote a letter explaining how the postal system worked. They used brochures from the post office visit to help with the letter.

Appendix B

Integrated Curriculum Unit Plan

This project should reflect your understanding of the following ideas; child development, developmentally appropriate practice, content knowledge, knowledge and ability to use the state standards, assessment strategies and your ability to design and convey your ideas in a written product. Underlying the assessment of your work is your ability to link what you design to research, best practices and the state standards.

(Anchor) will ask you to choose a theme for your integrated unit. This unit must combine standards from social studies as well as language arts. Once you have chosen a thematic topic she will ask you to choose four main topics and represent them in a project board to be used as an instructional tool when teaching the unit.

The Integrated Unit assignment will ask you to build a unit around these four main topics. Each topic requiring 1-3 lessons to build towards the learning of each main topic. Each unit must have both formative and summative assessments for each main idea. The unit should be 5-12 days in length. Each
unit must begin with a ‘WOW’ lesson that introduces the unit and engages the children in the topic and the unit. Each unit must end with a culminating activity that concludes the unit. This culminating activity must be an event, production or field trip. For example, a student wrote a unit on museums and began the unit with a visit to the local children’s museum and ended in the construction of a classroom museum and the production of an ‘opening night’.

Appendix C

Sample Unit

Brainstorming Web – Transportation

![Brainstorming Web - Transportation](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trolley</td>
<td>Riverboats</td>
<td>Hot Air Balloons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cars</td>
<td>Tubes</td>
<td>Helicopters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trucks</td>
<td>Kayaks</td>
<td>Airplanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tractors</td>
<td>Canoes</td>
<td>Parachutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorcycles</td>
<td>Cruise Ships and Yachts</td>
<td>Gliders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trains</td>
<td>Sailboats</td>
<td>Rockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway</td>
<td>Submarines</td>
<td>Blimps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>Rafts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skateboards</td>
<td>Jet Skis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limousines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Four Major Ideas
The standard addressed for Social Studies was geography. The four major ideas focused on three types of transportation – air, water and land. The first major idea integrated a read aloud about rivers with taking a ride on a riverboat. The second idea incorporated a vehicle day in which students would observe and explore different types of vehicles used for transportation. The third major idea involved a virtual tour of the Wright Brothers Museum. The culminating idea synthesized the information shared in the unit by having students participate in a Museum Day in which they created a replication of one of the forms of transportation they had studied.

**Sample Introductory and Culminating Lesson Plans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introductory Lesson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade/Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context of the Lesson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANDARDS AND KEY CONCEPTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ohio Academic Content Standard/Indicator(s)</th>
<th>OH- Ohio Academic Content Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjects</td>
<td>Social Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Standard: Geography**

Students use knowledge of geographic locations, patterns and processes to show the interrelationships between the physical environment and human activity, and to explain the interactions that occur in an increasingly interdependent world.

**Grade:** Grade One

**Area:** Human Environmental Interaction

**Grade Level Indicator:** 7: Describe human adaptations to variations in the physical environment including

- Detail d.: transportation

**Subject:** Science

**Standard: Scientific Inquiry**

Students develop scientific habits of mind as they use the processes of scientific inquiry to ask valid questions and to gather and analyze information. They understand how to develop hypotheses and make predictions. They are able to reflect on scientific practices as they develop plans of action to create and evaluate a variety of conclusions. Students are also able to demonstrate the ability to communicate their findings to others.

**Grade:** Grade One

**Area:** Doing Scientific Inquiry

**Grade Level Indicator:** 4: Work in a small group to complete an investigation and then share findings with others.

**Grade Level Indicator:** 8: Use oral, written and pictorial representation to communicate work.

**Grade Level Indicator:** 9: Describe things as accurately as possible and compare with the observations of others.

---

**Student Objectives:**

Students will be able to work cooperatively in small groups to collect data of various forms of transportation.
## PERFORMANCE TASKS AND ASSESSMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedures</th>
<th>Essential Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) The teacher will ask, “What is transportation?” Students will share their responses with the class while the teacher records student responses on the board. After students have had time to share their ideas, the teacher will explain that transportation is a way to move from one place to another. Students will each be given a transportation journal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) In the journal, students will complete a KWL chart. Students will then come back as a whole group and fill out a class KWL chart. Students will be asked to share what they know and what they want to know regarding transportation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) The teacher will then read the book Busy Boats. Students will be introduced to the title, author, and illustrator. Students will be asked, “What do you think this book is about? Why do you think that?” Students will share their responses. The book will be read aloud. During the read aloud: Point on the dinghy boat; Have students pretend they’re using cars to move a boat; “How many of you have ever gone fishing?” Explain the term cargo; Point out a lighthouse and explain its purpose; Before you read the pages you can ask the students to predict what the use of the boat could be for what type of boat. It is; Students will then be informed that they are going to get to take a ride on a riverboat!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) The class will then take a bus to the riverboat. While on the riverboat, students will work in predetermined small groups of 2-3 to make observations and record data. Students will be told to look for various forms of transportation all around them, and each student should record data in his/her journal. They will be encouraged to pay attention to transportation on land, in the water, and even way up high in the sky. Students will write down what mode of transportation they see, where they see it, and something unique they notice about it. The groups will have 38 minutes to make observations. The rest of the boat ride (30 minutes) will be spent eating lunch and talking with the Captain about the boat itself.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Students will return back to school. Each group will have the opportunity to share their observations; The teacher will record and collaborate student observations on the board by listing various modes seen and where they were seen; After each group has finished sharing their data, students will return to their seats to decorate the cover and write in their journal about the experience they had on the riverboat. They will be asked to record what they learned about the riverboat.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) When students are finished writing in their journals, they will be encouraged to begin learning more about transportation by looking through the books available in the classroom library;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) The teacher will then introduce the interactive board and its components;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment/Rubric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work Samples (Student Journals) will be collected and a checklist will be used to determine student’s ability to make observations and record data; Anecdotal notes will be used during 30 min. observation time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differentiated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Students can take pictures of transportation they see during the riverboat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Instruction | Ride.  
2) As lesson states.  
3) Students can draw pictures of transportation they see during the riverboat ride.  
1) Students can type in Microsoft Word during journaling time.  
2) As lesson states.  
3) Students can create artwork/draw about their experience on the riverboat. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology Integration</td>
<td>Microsoft Word (differentiation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Resources/Materials | Teacher Materials: notepad; pen; chalkboard; KWL chart paper; book Busy Boats by Tony Mitton and Art Parker  
Student Materials: journals; pencils; coloring supplies  
Differentiated Materials: computers; art supplies; camera |

**Culminating Lesson Plan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Transportation Museum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic(s)</td>
<td>Students will set up their exhibits and run through their report forms with a partner. Students will enjoy other students' exhibits and then present their exhibits to family and friends. Students will enjoy some free time and food with their families. Students will finish the unit off by writing in their transportation journals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject(s)</td>
<td>Social Studies, Language Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade/level</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Time Frame | Preparation: 20 Minutes  
Presentation: 20 Minutes  
Teacher Talk/ Social: 40 Minutes  
Writing Time: 20 Minutes. |
Total: 1 Hour 40 Minutes

Context of the lesson
In the previous lesson, we wrapped up the unit by reviewing transportation on land, air, and water. We also prepared for today's lesson by creating artwork for our museum exhibits and practiced reading our report forms. This is the last lesson in the transportation unit.

STANDARDS AND KEY CONCEPTS

Ohio Academic Content Standards

- **Subject**: English Language Arts
  - **Standard**: Communication: Oral and Visual
    Students learn to communicate effectively through exposure to good models and opportunities for practice. By speaking, listening, and providing and interpreting visual images, they learn to apply their communication skills in increasingly sophisticated ways. Students learn to deliver presentations that effectively convey information and persuade or entertain audiences. Proficient speakers control language and deliberately choose vocabulary to clarify points and adjust presentations according to audience and purpose.
    - **Grade**: Grade One
    - **Area**: Speaking Skills and Strategies
      - **Grade Level Indicator**: 4: Speak clearly and understandably.
    - **Area**: Speaking Applications
    - **Grade Level Indicator**: 5: Deliver brief informational presentations that:
      - Demonstrate an understanding of the topic;
  - **Subject**: Social Studies
    - **Standard**: Geography
      Students use knowledge of geographic locations, patterns and processes to show the interrelationship between the physical environment and human activity, and to explain the interactions that occur in an increasingly
Performance Tasks and Assessment

Procedures/Questions

1) Students will set up their exhibits around the room; They will then turn and talk to a partner and read over their report forms two times each for practice. Students will then get to walk around their classmates’ exhibits and read about them.

2) Family and friends will come and explore the exhibits. Students will tell the viewers about their exhibit, using the report form either to read off of or as a guide.

3) The teacher will give a brief talk to the caregivers and students. She will explain what the students have done over the past few weeks, and some of the things they learned. She will share the Venn diagram, KWL, charts, and interactive board.

4) Students and parents will be encouraged to enjoy the food brought in by the families and continue to enjoy the exhibits, relax, and socialize.

5) After families have left, students will take some time to wrap up their transportation journals. Students will write about their experience over the past few weeks. Students can write about things they liked, didn’t like, what they learned, what they still want to know etc.

Assessment/Scoring

Anecdotal notes; Written reports will be collected; Transportation journals will be collected for summative assessment;

Differentiated Instruction

1) Students may have chosen to record their report on a cassette or make a short DVD of their presentation and play it to the viewers of the exhibit instead of giving an informal presentation on the spot.

2) As the lesson states.

3) Students may have chosen to write a short book about their transportation exhibit to read to the viewers instead of giving an informal presentation on the spot.

These would have been done during recess, at home, during free time, or whenever else time permitted.

Technology Integration

Tape Recorder; Laptop; DVD; (differentiation)

Resources/Materials

Teacher Materials: tables (for exhibits); notepad; pen; Venn diagram; charts; KWL; Interactive board;

Student Materials: name tags; exhibits; report forms; transportation journals;

Differentiated Materials: laptops, DVDs, tape recorder/player; written books;